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In our neoliberal era of research assessments, where institutional funding is commonly pegged to rankings and higher education is considered a cost instead of an investment, we know that scholars must publish in order to be able to persist within academe. Yet, as part of the academic lexicon for at least eighty years, the binary phrase publish or perish today sounds quaint, almost old-fashioned.
1 Even for those who can achieve it, publication alone is not enough. After all, who affiliated with the academy doesn't know someone who has published and perished?
2 Why would anyone, anywhere, voluntarily enter this cutthroat arena?
Imad Moosa, professor of finance at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Australia, assesses the ramifications of today's high-stakes academic climate in Publish or Perish: Perceived Benefits versus Unintended Consequences. If the subtitle were a boxing match, you' d be wise to place your bets on 'Unintended Consequences. ' Indeed, 'Perceived Benefits' perishes so swiftly and efficiently in Moosa's narration of the fight that a more fitting title might have been 'Why Publish or Perish Is Bad for Almost Everyone. ' I know of no other work on the subject that collates and curates such a vast armamentarium of depressing, condemning data.
3 Yes, to read this book is to be presented with example after astonishing example of situations that make the reader question, ultimately, how knowledge-which is, after all, what is at stake-manages to advance in the current academic environment.
Across ten chapters, averaging eighteen pages, Moosa lays out his compelling evidence. His conclusion emerges in the opening paragraph of the brief preface: 'the perceived advantages of POP [publish or perish] pale into insignificance compared to the adverse consequences of guiding academia by the rules of this doctrine' (vii). In the first chapter, Moosa quickly dispatches the perceived benefits: increasing motivation, ensuring accountability, improving teaching, determining merit, advancing society. Every promise contains a threat; and, for Moosa, the detriments outweigh any possible benefits. Teaching and advising suffer, because writing for publication is an opportunity cost: 'the last thing a professor wants is a student knocking on her door to ask a question' (8) (9) . Peer review suffers, because refereeing a paper also carries an opportunity cost. Issues of local interest suffer, because international journals carry more clout. Authors less articulate in English suffer, because English-language journals afford the most prestige. And the list of miseries continues. Ultimately, Moosa argues, useful, difference-making research itself suffers: 'Under POP, the objectives change from advancing society to advancing (or preserving) oneself by building an "impressive" CV' (8) . Moosa finds this myopic view to be nothing short of selfish, later stating twice that 'to have 200 papers on your CV is valued more than saving 200 lives ' (35, 175 ).
Moosa's next three chapters dive further into connections between POP and the troubling state of affairs regarding research quality, journal practices and patterns of authorship, and research misconduct. Moosa blames pressures to publish for diluting the possibilities for path-breaking research, since professors minimize personal risk (to their careers) by avoiding research that might not quickly bear fruit. (Gone, alas, are the halcyon days of Bell Labs, where projects could continue for years before being evaluated.) He calls out predatory publishing 4 and other extortionary practices 'used by journals to extract money from desperate academics seeking publication' (37-38): submission fees, handling fees, and publication fees-fees that can approach three times the average monthly salary for academics in developing countries. He inquires as to the limit of 'fractional' authorship, noting a 2009 Nature article with 2900 authors and questioning, later, whether '0.000345 of a paper in Nature [is] better than a full single-author paper published in a journal that is not regarded as highly' (116). 5 And he surveys the state of plagiarism, self-plagiarism, 'ghost authorship, ' and data falsification and fabrication, claiming that POP 'logically . . . is an important factor' leading to research misconduct (75). I am not always convinced of the causality at play, but the examples remain nonetheless incriminatory; and human nature, as Moosa points out, encourages the 'use [of] "all necessary means" to respond to pressure' (75).
Journal rankings and citation indexes are next to fall, in chapters 5 and 6. Moosa brands the 'hazardous endeavour' (77, 102) of journal ranking as a 'wasteful exercise' (118) and even a 'nightmare' (156); the underlying question seems to be whether citations are necessarily measures of quality. (They are not.) Yet Moosa ultimately favours the 'citation approach' to journal ranking over opinion-based surveys, download frequencies, or market-share rankings (based on numbers of subscribers). After a detour in chapter 7 to highlight problems in the 'gruesome process' of peer review (120), 6 Moosa returns to itemizing the shortcomings of journal-ranking schemes (chapter 8) and exploring how rankings have infiltrated departments and universities (chapter 9). In these chapters Moosa's exasperation reaches full force, and the strength of his punches occasionally undermines his observations. For example, on journal ranking: 'It seems that this craze is indeed international and that so much time and financial resources are wasted on this nonsense instead of doing the research itself ' (155) Although titled 'The Way Forward,' Moosa's final chapter neatly summarizes no fewer than sixteen adverse consequences of the POP culture, all articulated earlier in the text. He suggests, not surprisingly, that 'peer-reviewed journals operate against the principle that research is intended to benefit the society' (179). Ouch. (This conclusion comes as no surprise because, throughout the book, Moosa showcases his perspectives on economics and econometrics through occasional brief digressions; he offers these barb-filled asides as if to emphasize how POP compromises the analytical rigour and attentiveness that should be well-worn habits of a scholarly life.) I was hoping to find creative, productive alternatives to POP in this chapter, but Moosa's final thought is that we should 'abandon the POP culture and bear the sunk cost of having it in place for many years' (181). 'The way forward, ' he concludes, 'is to go back to days gone by ' (182) .
Is Moosa's final parry a bit of a letdown? Perhaps. The 'POP culture' may be less of a problem requiring 'solutions' than it is a manifestation of broader transformations to the knowledge economy. Despite the complex webs that have been spun-for example, Moosa presents scholarly publishing as something of an oligopoly (and, yes, he names names)-the potential benefits of these transformations are unparalleled in human history. We should not turn back the clock to an earlier era but, instead, understand how we can persist against situations that seem to be contriving against the best interests of society. Of all individuals, scholars should be best equipped for navigating these trying times, holding fast to their intellectual values, and carrying the torch forward. Brand me an optimist if you must, but I know that academics have a tendency to imagine every relative past as a golden era. And by stating that 'the advancement of human knowledge . . . cannot materialize under pressure' (6), Moosa seems to have forgotten the technological breakthroughs inspired by the Manhattan Project, the Space Race, and even the challenge of global warming.
Moosa's indictment against the culture of POP is not exhaustive. He touches only briefly on the psychological and emotional damage inflicted by POP, offering a short, 'sombre note on the adverse effects on the health and well-being of academics' at the end of chapter 1. (An entire book could be written on the subject.) And although he suggests that desperation to publish can result in shoddy, half-baked, corners-cut scholarship, Moosa does not comment on the lack of attention paid to the craft of writing in an environment where good enough (to be published) is good enough. (Entire books have been written on the subject.) 7 Perhaps the profligate thought of writing as a craft that one should practice and refine is anathema to the POP mindset, where the goal, in Moosa's telling, is nothing more than lines on the CV, and where every over-investment in a piece of writing is an unnecessary sacrifice of a scholar's most precious resource: time.
Readers of Publish or Perish may wonder what skin Moosa has in the POP game. The cynicism and the sensational, exposé-style approach-e.g., 'academic research in finance . . . contributed significantly to the advent of the global financial crisis because of its divorce from reality' (28-29)-could suggest that Moosa seeks to settle a score: that he is offering excuses for having not been 'productive' or for having authored papers that have not been well received. But his own scholarly oeuvre-over 470 publications listed on Google Scholar as of December 2018, with over 5700 citations-suggests otherwise, in terms of quantity (if not quality). 8 Readers cannot miss Moosa's admirable belief that research should contribute to human welfare. Is Publish or Perish the type of book one writes toward the end of one's academic career, then, looking back and wondering whether everything (or anything) was worth it? Yet although Moosa represents his academic field in this book, he is not overtly reflective on his place in it. I respect his decision to distance himself from the argument, but, in the absence of practical suggestions for changing or at least coping with the culture of POP, I still wonder about his motivations for writing this book. Since Moosa clearly did not need another line on his already 'impressive' CV, years of putting up with the POP 'nonsense' must have taken their toll. But, as is often the case where theory and practice collide, the problems Moosa enumerates will not be fixed by writing about them-a meta irony on full display in this work. Access-'a website that allowed academics to sort out the wheat from the chaff by ORCID: 0000-0003-2808-6419.
